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Background: Nicardipine (NC) is the most commonly used antihypertensive drug in 

neurological patients with hypertension. Although nimodipine (NM) is widely used to treat 

cerebral vasospasm in patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage, trials exploring its 

antihypertensive effect after intravenous administration in subjects with intracerebral hemor-

rhage (ICH) are scarce.

Methods: A retrospective study was carried out to compare the safety and efficacy of NC and 

NM administered intravenously in patients with ICH. Therapeutic responses were assessed 

by achievement of goal blood pressure (BP); use of additional medications for BP control; 

proportion of time spent within goal; variability in BP; time to goal BP; number of dose adjust-

ments; variability in ICH volume, Glasgow Coma Scale score, and intracranial pressure; and 

drug-related complications.

Results: A total of 87 patients were eligible for analysis (n=46 [NC]; n=41 [NM]), and base-

line characteristics between groups were similar. Both agents were effective in achieving goal 

BP during infusion, with 93.5% and 87.8% patients in the NC and NM groups achieving goal, 

respectively. Fewer additional medications were needed to control BP in the NC group. BP 

variability was similar and no differences were observed in the mean time to goal BP and mean 

numbers of dose adjustments between both groups. Interestingly, intracranial pressure declined 

(P=0.048) during NC administration but increased (P=0.066) after NM treatment. Finally, the 

incidences of hematoma expansion, neurological deterioration, and adverse drug events were 

similar in both groups.

Conclusion: NM is effective and safe for BP control in patients with ICH.

Keywords: nicardipine, blood pressure, intravenous infusion

Introduction
Spontaneous, nontraumatic intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) leads to high morbid-

ity and mortality worldwide. Indeed, ICH accounts for 10%–17% of all strokes.1–4  

In the United States, 37,000–52,400 people suffer from ICH each year.5 The median 

1-month case lethality rate is 40%, and only 12% to 39% of patients achieve functional 

independence.6 Hypertension, the most common risk factor for ICH, is observed 

in 70% to 80% of patients with ICH.5 Furthermore, in patients with ICH, elevated 

blood pressure (BP) results in hematoma expansion and rebleeding at 3 months,7,8 

which subsequently leads to poor outcomes. Previous studies have identified elevated 

BP, especially systolic BP (SBP) over 200 mmHg, as an important risk factor for 

bleeding in primary and recurrent ICH.5,9–12 These findings indicate the serious 

threat related to BP. The aim of antihypertensive therapy is to lower BP quickly but 

safely, avoiding complications. Since intravenous (IV) nicardipine (NC) is feasible 
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and safe to treat hypertension in neurological patients with 

unfavorable outcome, it is recommended as a first-line agent 

in neurological intensive care unit (NICU) settings in the 

United States.13,14

Nimodipine (NM), an L-type calcium channel antago-

nist, is recommended in the prevention and treatment of 

cerebral vasospasm, and Class I data only exist for its use 

in aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage.13 Treatment with 

NM reduces the severity of neurological deficits resulting 

from vasospasm in subarachnoid hemorrhage patients. 

However, the BP-lowering effects of IV NM should not 

be minimized, a clinical study has documented lowering 

BP in patients after acute stroke.15 Like other calcium 

channel blockers, such as NC, NM has antihypertensive 

effects – its main mechanism of action is vasodilatation, 

which causes decreased peripheral vascular resistance.16 

Previous study has demonstrated that IV infusion of 

NM leads to BP lowering in patients with acute stroke.15  

In our clinical work, we found that IV NM rapidly lowered 

BP. Despite the antihypertensive effect of NM administered 

intravenously, trials exploring the efficacy and safety of 

IV NM for treating hypertension in neurological patients 

with ICH are scarce, and no direct comparison between 

NC and NM delivered as continuous infusions in strictly 

ICH patients has been reported. We hypothesized that there 

were no differences in efficacy and safety profile between 

continuous infusions of NM and NC for management of 

hypertension in patients with ICH.

Patients and methods
Patients
A total of 87 patients were enrolled in this study performed 

between June 2013 and March 2014 in the NICU of Fourth 

Military Medical University Tangdu Hospital. As it was a 

retrospective study, neither informed consent nor approval 

of the ethics committee was needed. Admission data 

collected from each eligible patient included race; age; 

sex; weight; heart rate (HR); history of smoking, alcohol 

consumption, diabetes and hypertension; intracranial pres-

sure (ICP); Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score; SBP; and 

intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) volume. The inclusion 

and exclusion criteria used in this study are summarized 

in Table 1.

general care
All patients received the standard intensive care management. 

Critically ill patients with GCS scores ,9 were mechanically 

ventilated. If necessary, patients were treated with midazolam 

(0.2 mg/kg/h, increased as needed) for sedation and fentanyl 

(2 μg/kg/h, increased as needed) for analgesia. Besides, blood 

glucose values were kept between 6–10 mmol/L and the core 

temperature between 36.0°C and 37.0°C. Blood gases were 

tested at least once a day to avoid hypercarbia, hypoxemia or 

electrolyte imbalance. During a period of infusion, cerebral 

perfusion pressure (CPP) was kept at $70 mmHg. Central 

venous pressure (CVP) was maintained between 4 and 12 cm  

H
2
O to avoid hypervolemia or hypovolemia. Mannitol 

Table 1 inclusion and exclusion criteria in the study

Inclusion criteria
1. ich

2. Patients whose elevated sBP at admission reached .140 mmhg
3. aged 18 years or older and less than 90 years
4. Patients who received ventricular icP monitors
5. The total gcs score (aggregate of` verbal, eye, and motor response scores) of 5 to 15 at time of enrollment

6. cT scan demonstrated intraparenchymal hematoma with manual hematoma volume measurement ,60 ml ([length × width × height]/2)
Exclusion criteria
1. BP readings documented less frequently than every 10 minutes

2. admission sBP .240 mmhg
3. intraventricular or infratentorial hemorrhage
4. clinical and radiological signs of brain herniation
5. TBi and asah
6. Patients with coagulopathy
7. Patients who received any intravenous antihypertensives prior to the NicU
8. Uncontrollable irritability, pain, or other factors that affect BP
9. any history of congestive heart failure, renal failure, or liver damage
10. Pregnancy, lactation, or parturition
11. Known sensitivity to nicardipine or nimodipine

Abbreviations: asah, aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage; BP, blood pressure; cT, computed tomography; gcs, glasgow coma scale; ich, intracerebral hemorrhage; 
icP, intracranial pressure; NicU, neurological intensive care unit; sBP, systolic blood pressure; TBi, traumatic brain injury.
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Figure 1 antihypertensive management protocol.
Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; h, hour; ich, intracerebral hemorrhage; iV, intravenous; sBP, systolic blood pressure.

(20%), at a dose of 0.25 to 1 g/kg, was given as an IV bolus 

in patients with ICP .20 mmHg. Surgery was considered if 

the ICP remained at .20 mmHg for 30 minutes.

Methods
A retrospective study was conducted with patients show-

ing SBP .140 mmHg – the goal for BP was to reduce and 

maintain SBP between 120 and 140 mmHg. Patients were 

administered either NC (n=46) or NM (n=41), intravenously 

from admission. The following antihypertensive management 

protocol was used (Figure 1): NC was administered as a 

continuous infusion with an hourly starting dose of 2 mg/h; 

if the BP goal was not achieved, the dose was increased by 

2 mg/h every 10 minutes as needed, up to a maximum of  

15 mg/h. The use was limited when side effects appeared 

before the maximum dose was reached. Likewise, NM was 

administered at a starting dose of 1 mg/h, and the dose was 

increased by 0.5 mg/h every 10 minutes, up to a maximum of 

4 mg/h. Once the BP fell below 140 mmHg, IV drug amounts 

were gradually reduced, and if there was any rebound effect, 

we returned and maintained the drug to control BP. Nitro-

prusside was administered if the SBP was still greater than 

140 mmHg 30 minutes after the maximum dose had been 

given. If side effects associated with both drugs limited 

their use during infusion, antihypertensive medications were 

discontinued. No patients in either group had oral antihyper-

tensive medications during this period.

statistical analysis
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to assess the dis-

tribution of continuous variables. Normally distributed data 

were reported as mean or mean percentage. The comparison 

of variables was carried out by independent-samples t-test or 

paired-samples t-test. Categorical variables were compared 

using the chi-square test. P,0.05 was considered statisti-

cally significant.

Results
Patient characteristics
A total of 87 Chinese patients were included in this study; 

of these, 46 patients received NC, with 32 patients within  

6 hours of ICH symptom onset, while 41 individuals received 

NM, with 33 patients within 6 hours of symptom onset  

(Figure 2). Baseline characteristics were similar, with no 
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Figure 2 study protocol diagram.
Abbreviations: h, hours; ich, intracerebral hemorrhage.

Table 2 Baseline characteristics of patients in the nicardipine and nimodipine groups

Baseline characteristics Nicardipine (n=46) Nimodipine (n=41) P-value

Female, n (%) 28 (61) 22 (54) 0.497
smoking, n (%) 8 (17) 9 (22) 0.143
alcohol, n (%) 11 (24) 8 (20) 0.620
Diabetes, n (%) 14 (30) 11 (27) 0.631
age (years), mean ± sD 62±9 60±8 0.684
Weight (kg), mean ± sD 62±10 65±11 0.523
hr (bpm), mean ± sD 88±25 91±25 0.820
gcs (scores), mean ± sD 9±3 9±2 0.417
sBP (mmhg), mean ± sD 176±17 172±19 0.399
hematoma volume (ml), mean ± sD 29±11 31±10 0.352
icP (mmhg), mean ± sD 18±8 14±6 0.186
history of hypertension, n (%) 33 (72) 31 (75) 0.411

Abbreviations: gcs, glasgow coma scale; hr, heart rate; icP, intracerebral pressure; sBP, systolic blood pressure; sD, standard deviation.

significant differences observed between the groups initially. 

Overall, 61% and 54% were female in the NC and NM groups, 

respectively (P=0.497). The mean age was 62±9 years in 

the NC group and 60±8 years for NM patients (P=0.684). 

In addition, there was no statistical difference between 

both groups in baseline mean SBP (176±17 mmHg [NC] 

vs 172±19 mmHg [NM]) (P=0.399), mean HR (88±25 bpm  

[NC] vs 91±25 bpm [NM]) (P=0.820), or mean weight 

(62±10 kg [NC] vs 65±11 kg [NM]) (P=0.523). Further, the 

mean ICH volume was similar between both groups, with 

29±11 mL obtained in NC subjects and 31±10 mL in the 

NM group (P=0.352). Moreover, no statistically significant 

difference was observed in mean GCS scores (9±3 [NC] vs 

9±2 [NM]) (P=0.417) or ICP (18±8 mmHg [NC] vs 14±6 

mmHg [NM]) (P=0.186) at admission (Table 2).

Efficacy and safety
Electrocardiographic data were recorded for all patients treated 

with the present antihypertensive protocol after admission to 

the NICU. All patients had noninvasive monitoring devices to 

measure BP every 5 minutes, and all the values of ICP were 

acquired by ventricular ICP monitors. The hemodynamic indi-

ces recorded over time for both groups are shown in Figure 3 

and Table 3. Interestingly, mean SBP significantly decreased 

after treatment with both drugs: administration of NC resulted 

in a significant reduction, from 176±17 mmHg at admission 

to 136±4 mmHg after 1 hour of infusion (P,0.001); like-

wise, mean SBP decreased from 172±19 mmHg to 138±8 

mmHg after NM administration (P,0.001). Importantly, 

most patients treated with either agent achieved the SBP goal 

of 140 mmHg within 1 hour, which was steadily maintained 

during infusion. As for ICP, a decline from 18±8 mmHg, at 

admission, to 16±8 mmHg (P=0.048) was recorded during IV 

administration of NC, but this parameter slightly increased, 

from 14±6 mmHg to 16±5 mmHg, after NM treatment 

(P=0.066). Of note, HR was reduced in both groups, although 

neither treatment resulted in a statistically significant change 

(P=0.121 [NC]; P=0.135 [NM]).
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Figure 3 Blood pressure recordings over time for the nicardipine and nimodipine 
groups.
Abbreviation: sBP, systolic blood pressure.

Table 3 hemodynamic indices recorded over time for both 
groups

Variable Time after drug infusion (minutes)

0 15 30 45 60

SBP (mmHg)
Nicardipine 176±17 164±18 155±14 146±11 136±4
Nimodipine 172±19 169±17 162±21 151±14 138±8
HR (bpm)
Nicardipine 88±25 88±24 88±22 87±25 87±24
Nimodipine 91±25 91±19 90±22 90±23 90±25
ICP (mmHg)
Nicardipine 18±8 18±6 16±6 16±6 16±8
Nimodipine 14±6 15±4 16±6 16±5 16±5

Note: Values are expressed as mean ± sD.
Abbreviations: hr, heart rate; icP, intracranial pressure; sBP, systolic blood 
pressure; sD, standard deviation.

In the NC group, 93.5% (43/46) patients achieved goal 

BP, while 6.5% (3/46) patients failed and received nitroprus-

side for BP control; similarly, 87.8% (36/41) NM patients 

achieved goal BP, with 12.2% (5/41) individuals failing 

and receiving nitroprusside. Therefore, the proportions of 

patients achieving the BP target or requiring additional 

antihypertensive agent were not statistically different 

between the two groups (P=0.361).

BP variability between both groups is shown in Figure 4.  

Patients in the NC group spent 87%±6% of the time at goal BP 

values, corresponding to 85%±7% obtained for NM individuals. 

Although this percentage was slightly higher in the NC group, 

the differences between both groups were not statistically sig-

nificant (P=0.139). Of note, hypotension (SBP ,90 mmHg) 

was not recorded during treatment with either agent.

Figure 4 Mean percentage of time at goal BP values.
Abbreviation: BP, blood pressure.

Figure 5 Mean time to goal BP.
Abbreviation: BP, blood pressure.

In addition, the mean time to goal BP in the NC group was 

43±18 minutes, showing no significant difference with the 

value obtained for NM patients (48±16 minutes) (P=0.868). 

Analysis of time to goal SBP demonstrated that both NC and 

NM were able to help reach the BP goal within the first hour 

of administration (Figure 5).

An intention-to-treat analysis showed that the mean 

number of dose adjustments required to maintain the goal BP 

was slightly lower in the NC group (8±2 times) than in NM 

patients (9±2 times) during IV infusion, although the differ-

ence was not statistically significant (P=0.910) (Figure 6).

A total of seven of 32 (21.9%) patients with ICH within 

6 hours of symptom onset in the NC group underwent 

hematoma expansion (more than 33% increase in hema-

toma size), as measured by follow-up cerebral computed 
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tomography (CT) at 24 hours; six of 33 (18.2%) such patients 

were found in the NM group (P=0.710). Finally, 13 of all 46 

(28.3%) patients in the NC group suffered from neurological 

deterioration (GCS score decrease $2, from baseline) during 

treatment, as did eleven of all 41 (26.8%) patients in the NM 

group (P=0.881).

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, no study comparing the 

clinical antihypertensive effects of NC and NM treatment 

in patients with ICH has been previously reported. There-

fore, the purpose of this retrospective study was to assess 

the efficacy and safety of IV NM for treating hypertension 

in neurological patients with ICH. Theoretically and clini-

cally, NC is efficient and safe for controlling hypertension 

in neurological patients and is recommended as a preferred 

agent in guidelines.13,14 Interestingly, Ahmed et al16 reported 

that IV NM treatment resulted in a statistically significant 

decrease in SBP, in comparison with placebo, for patients 

with ischemic stroke. In the NICU, we also found that IV 

administration of NM lowered BP promptly. However, 

trials exploring the antihypertensive effect of IV NM are 

scarce. The efficacy and safety of IV NM administration 

was assessed by comparing its clinical antihypertensive 

outcomes to those of NC.

In the treatment of hypertension in patients with ICH, 

the appropriate control of BP remains controversial. For 

instance, the guidelines for the management of ICH from 

the American Heart Association/American Stroke Asso-

ciation recommend a goal BP of less than 160/90 mmHg.8 

However, a new recommendation from the Acute Cerebral 

Hemorrhage Trial (INTERACT) suggests that in patients with 

SBP of 150 to 220 mmHg, acute lowering of systolic BP to  

140 mmHg is probably safe. INTERACT was undertaken with  

404 patients, mostly Chinese, with ICH within 6 hours of onset, 

and the results showed a reduced hematoma growth, with no 

excess of neurological deterioration or other adverse events after 

controlling SBP to ,140 mmHg.17,18 Elsewhere, SBP between 

140 and 150 mmHg within 12 hours of ICH was reported to be 

associated with higher mortality.19,20 Consequently, according 

to INTERACT, we chose to reduce and maintain SBP between 

120 and 140 mmHg in the present study. In the whole process, 

CPP was maintained above 70 mmHg.21

Specifically, five patients in the NM group failed 

to achieve the goal BP. We found that the pretreatment 

SBP for all five patients reached values .200 mmHg.  

To verify these findings, we next selected eight other patients 

with SBP .200 mmHg upon admission who received IV NM 

to control SBP, and we found that only one patient achieved 

goal. When NC was chosen instead of NM to control SBP, 

the patients were more likely to reach the SBP target, and 

only one patient failed to achieve the goal. Despite the small 

sample size, we recommend that NM could be beneficial 

with SBP ,200 mmHg. However, more comprehensive 

and rigorous studies are needed to further explore the best 

applicable scope of NM in treating hypertension.

Patients spent the majority of time at goal, and no dif-

ferences were found in BP variability between both groups. 

Indeed, patients in both groups spent greater percentage of 

time above goal parameters in this study. Both drugs rarely 

caused hypotension symptoms: when the BP goal was 

reached, drug doses were gradually reduced or discontinued, 

and hypotension (SBP ,90 mmHg) did not occur during the 

course of our treatment.

Intracranial hematoma expands in the acute phase, and 

increased hematoma is one of the main causes of neurological 

deterioration.22 Brott et al23 showed that the growth of intracra-

nial hematoma occurred in 26% of patients within 4 hours after 

the first symptoms, and another 12% had such growth within 

the following 20 hours. The time between onset of symptoms 

and treatment may be an important predictor of hemorrhage 

growth. Since hemorrhage expansion most likely happened 

during a time window, timely therapeutic intervention may 

lower the incidence of hematoma expansion and subsequent 

mortality and disability.22,24 Furthermore, INTERACT and 

another trial, the Antihypertensive Treatment in Acute Cere-

bral Hemorrhage (ATACH) trial,25 have confirmed that early 

rapid BP lowering is feasible and safe in patients with ICH. 

In this retrospective study, a significant decrease in SBP was 

obtained after treatment, with both drugs (P,0.001), and most 

Figure 6 Mean number of dose adjustments.
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patients achieved the SBP goal within 1 hour. All patients 

underwent follow up, by CT scan, 24 hours after admission. 

A total seven of 32 (21.9%) patients with ICH within 6 hours 

of symptom onset underwent hematoma expansion during NC 

infusion, and six of 33 (18.2%) such patients were recorded 

after NM treatment. Specifically, hematoma expansion in this 

trial was defined as a 33% increase in hematoma volume at 

24 hours in comparison with baseline, as measured by image 

analysis on a CT. Neurological status was evaluated by GCS 

score, and neurological deterioration was defined by a decline 

in GCS by at least 2 points. In all, 13 of the 46 (28.3%) patients 

in the NC group suffered neurological deterioration, and so 

did eleven of the 41 (26.8%) patients in the NM group. The 

incidences of hematoma expansion and neurological deterio-

ration described herein were lower compared with previous 

studies.23,26 Indeed, IV administration of NC and NM did not 

increase the rates of hematoma expansion and neurological 

deterioration.

Elevated BP leads to high perfusion pressure, which 

may increase ICP, while reducing BP results in auto-

regulatory vasodilatation of cerebral vessels, which may 

also increase ICP.27,28 In the present study, ICP declined 

(P=0.048) during IV administration of NC but increased 

(P=0.066) after NM treatment. Guidelines for the man-

agement of spontaneous ICH from the American Heart 

Association/American Stroke Association and guidelines 

for the management of sub arachnoid hemorrhage recom-

mended IV NC as the preferred antihypertensive agent not 

affecting ICP. Nishiyama et al29 found that NC decreased 

ICP, although it was still higher than normal, in patients 

with acute cerebral hemorrhage. Schmidt et al30 reported 

an ICP increase of 3 (0–10) mmHg (P,0.05) under treat-

ment with NM, in patients with normal pressure hydro-

cephalus. Kotwica and Persson31 found the same trend, 

with IV infusion of NM leading to elevation of ICP in 

a rat model. However, Aslan et al32 found lower ICP in 

NM-treated individuals compared with controls (without 

NM) (P,0.001), in patients with severe head trauma. Our 

results, along with those of Nishiyama et al and Schmidt  

et al29,30 suggest that NC and NM lead to reduction and 

elevation of ICP, respectively, when administered intra-

venously. Cerebral vasodilatation caused by NM may lead 

to raised ICP. Furthermore, elevated ICP did not lead to 

neurological deterioration in the NM group.

There are some limitations in our study. The first is the 

goal BP (SBP ,140 mmHg), which is lower than that in the 

guidelines by the American Heart Association/American 

Stroke Association and other studies.10,11,33 Secondly, the 

ICH volume in our study was less than 60 mL, and the range 

of GCS scores was 3–15, so GCS scores of 3 or 4 were not 

included in our study which may not be complete and accu-

rate when assessing therapeutic response of both agents after 

infusion. Finally, the sample size (87 patients) was small. 

A larger, prospective, and randomized study is required to 

further explore the full effects of NM.

Conclusion
This retrospective study confirms that NM is effective and 

safe in maintaining BP within goal, in patients with ICH in 

the NICU setting. Although NC individuals had better main-

tenance of BP, a higher percentage of patients achieving the 

BP goal, higher percentage of time spent within goal, less 

time to goal BP, fewer dose adjustments, and fewer addi-

tional medications for BP control, the differences were not 

statistically significant for these clinical outcomes between 

both groups.
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